
Jubilee High School – Subject Information          

At Jubilee High School, we offer a range of different subjects to ensure a broad and balanced educational 
journey for your secondary school experience.

In this helpful guide you will find:

• An introduction to each academic department

• A breakdown of what topics you will be studying in year 7 for each subject

• A creative subject specific task to challenge yourself before you arrive in September

We are very much looking forward to welcoming you in September!



Mathematics Department          

Mr Claringbull Mrs  Ford-Cox

Maths Teacher

Miss Street

Second in DeptHead of Maths

Mr Chellingworth

Maths Teacher

Mrs Townsend

Maths Teacher



Welcome to the Jubilee Mathematics department – We absolutely love numbers and anything mathematical. Students in 
our department enjoy exploring and discovering new skills across the broad spectrum of number, algebra, geometry and 
statistics and applying those skills to a wide variety of problem solving situations. You will have six lessons of Mathematics 
over your two week timetable. 

Mathematics in Year 7

• Number – Ordering, Rounding, Estimating, 
Powers, Roots, Factors, Multiples, Primes, 
Fractions, Decimals, Percentage, Ratio…

• Algebra – Simplifying, Substituting, Expanding, 
Factorising…

• Geometry – Shape, Space, Measure, Area, 
Perimeter, Volume…

• Statistics – Collecting, Representing and 
Interpreting Data, Graphing…

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• How do you use Mathematics in your everyday 
life? Create a poster or a PPT to demonstrate 
this. 

• Can you identify/recognise which Mathematical 
skills you are applying in your everyday lives? 
Can you use images or pictures to make it more 
interesting?

Please email your creative/research task to 
a.claringbull@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: Mathematics is a core subject for GCSE at 
Jubilee High School where you will be stretched to 
achieve your full mathematical potential. We also 

offer the Further Mathematics GCSE for those on the 
pathway to A-Level Mathematics.

Challenge Task: Investigate number patterns such as Square 
Numbers, Cube Numbers, Prime Numbers and the Fibonacci 

Sequence. You could even find examples of Fibonacci in nature.



English Department          

Mrs  KippsMiss Gasser

Head of English 

Mr Harrington Mrs Reid

English Teacher English Teacher English Teacher

Miss Clarke

English Teacher

Mrs Bower

English Teacher

Mrs Hyatt

English Teacher



Welcome to the English Department! We study a range of interesting and diverse texts which will ignite your passion 
for English. Through these texts you will learn new skills that will prepare you for your secondary school journey. You 
will have six lessons of English over your two week timetable. We look forward to welcoming you soon!

English Topics in Year 7

• The True Colours of Coral Glen – by 
Juliette Forest

• Villains in fiction

• Nature Poetry 

• The Tempest by William 
Shakespeare

Summer Creative Writing Task 

Please email your creative writing task to 
a.gasser@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Challenge Task: Consider the overall atmosphere and mood you want 
to create and make everything you write link to that idea. 

You are on a walk when you stumble 
across this door. Write either a 
description or narrative based on this 
picture.

Make sure you use a range of:
✓ sentence types and starters
✓ vocabulary
✓ language techniques
✓ effective punctuation
✓ structural features
✓ tension and suspense



Science Department          
Mrs Barlow

Science Teacher

Miss Batka

Science Teacher

Mrs Heeley

Head of Science

Mrs Sherrard

Second in Dept

Mrs Sparkes

Science Technician 

Mrs Fahey

Science Technician 



Welcome to the Science department– the subject where we provide the foundations for understanding the world 
through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics. Students in our department are taught essential 
skills through aspects of the knowledge, methods, processes and uses of science that can be applied beyond 
school. Students develop scientific investigation skills through practical investigations and experiments. You will 
have six lessons of Science over your two week timetable. 

Science Topics Covered in Year 7

Biology: 

• Cells

• Structure and 
function of 
the body

• Reproduction

Summer Creative/Research Task 

Your task is to build an 
Ecosystem model or write 
in detail about a chosen 
ecosystem (include 
diagrams and pictures).  
This model or writing will 
show your learning, 
displaying elements of 
each topic you will cover 
in the 7 tasks set to the 
right. If you choose to 
make a model you do not 
need to make this 
expensive, just use your 
imagination and 
household materials.  

Please email a picture of your creative/research 
task to k.heeley@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: Science is a compulsory core GCSE 
subject and is delivered in the form of two 

courses- Combined Science or Separate Sciences. 

Challenge Task:  Research how global warming could affect your 
ecosystem.  Write our your explanation, include it alongside your model

Physics:
• Forces
• Voltage and 

current
• Energy costs 

and transfers
• The solar 

system 

Chemistry: 
• Particles
• Atoms, 

elements and 
compounds

• Chemical 
reactions

• Acids and 
alkalis



Humanities Department          
Mr Devoy

Head of Humanities

Miss Gilchrist

History Teacher

Mr Crowther

History Teacher

Mr Gibson

History Teacher

Mrs Connarty

Geography Teacher

Miss Buchan

Geography Teacher



History topics in Year 7

• The Norman Conquest

• Life in Medieval England

• The Tudors

• The Age of Exploration

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• History is often organised on chronological 
order (in order of when things happen). We 
would love you to create a timeline of your 
lives including all of the important events that 
have happened.

Please email your timeline task to 
a.devoy@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: History is offered as an option subject  
for  GCSE at Jubilee High School, and is extremely 
popular! At GCSE we study four topics on the AQA 

course, including one on the Normans.

Challenge Task: Include major events that 
happened in the world on the same dates as your 

life events

Welcome to the History department – where we make the past a part of your future. Students in 
our department enjoy exploring the stories of the past and the gory details of our ancestor’s 
antics! It is an absorbing and fun subject where you will have four lessons of History over your two 
week timetable. 



Geography topics in Year 7

• Map skills

• Flooding

• Weather

• Urban environments

• Our changing world

• Ecosystems

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• How much do you know about where you live? I don’t 
just mean the street or the town, but the county, the 
country and continent. We’d like you to create a fact file 
on the area you live in including:

- Town or Village

- County

- Country

- Continent 

Try and include pictures and interesting facts about each 
area!

Please email your creative/research task to 
a.devoy@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: Geography is offered as an option 
subject  for  GCSE at Jubilee High School where 
you complete fieldwork and examine hazards in 

the world around us such as earthquakes and 
cyclones. We study the AQA course at JHS

Challenge Task: Add a section for our planet!

Welcome to the Geography department– the subject where we study the world that we live in 
and the impact we have on the environment around us. Students in our department enjoy 
exploring the development of different countries as well as key geographical skills such as map 
reading and analysis of geographical data. You will have four lessons of Geography over your 
two week timetable. 



Modern Foreign Languages Department          

Mrs  Cornelius Mrs  Ezraty

Head of MFL Languages Teacher

Miss Gutierrez

Languages Teacher



Welcome to the Modern Foreign Languages department– at Jubilee you will study both French and Spanish. Students in 
our department enjoy discovering how to communicate in a new language – that means understanding, speaking and 
writing it. It is a challenging but fascinating subject! You will have four lessons of modern foreign languages over your two
week timetable. 

MFL Topics in Year 7

• Greetings and other basic language skills

• Self and friends

• Family and pets

• Free time, sports and hobbies

• School

• Festivals and customs

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• Choose a French- or Spanish-speaking country 
you would like to visit and imagine you are 
planning a trip abroad for your family or 
friends. 

Please email your creative/research task to 
l.cornelius@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: French and Spanish are offered as 
options subject  for  GCSE at Jubilee High School 
where you will deepen your language skills and 

also your cultural knowledge.

Challenge Task: Create a fact file of useful 
information for your chosen destination or create 

your own useful holiday phrase booklet.



Computing/ICT Department          

Mrs Murray

Computing/ICT Teacher

Mr Linnell

Head of Department



Welcome to the Computing/ICT department– the subject where we study Computer Science and Digital Literacy elements 
of the computing curriculum. In our department we try to use computers as much as possible to understand how they 
work and how to use them safely.  We also have cool projects so you can get hands on with computer technology!
You will have 2 lessons of Computing/ICT over your 2 week timetable.

Computing/ICT Topics in Year 7

• Digital Literacy & Online Safety Certificate

• Computer Systems

• Scratch & Programming

• Computer Networks

• Flow Diagrams & Algorithms

• Programming with MicroBits

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• How do you think robots work?  Could you plan a 
game on PowerPoint that you could present to the 
class?  Could you program the game basics in 
Scratch? Do you understand Internet Safety and 
how to behave when using your devices online?

Please email your creative/research task to 
j.linnell@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: Computer Science is offered as an 
option subject for GCSE at Jubilee High School 
where you will take on two elements of CS –

Computer Theory and Programming. We offer the 
OCR course at JHS

Challenge Task: Using the https://scratch.mit.edu/
complete one of the game tutorials  

https://scratch.mit.edu/


Philosophy and Ethics Department          

Mrs Afolabi

Head  of Philosophy and Ethics

Mr Crowther

Teacher of Philosophy and Ethics



Welcome to the Philosophy and Ethics  department– Our students enjoy exploring issues that enables them 
understand ultimate questions , promotes tolerance and equality in our multi-cultural society. We promote a safe 
space for your investigative skills to be developed and the ability to share your opinions on world issues too!

Philosophy and Ethics Topics: Year 7

• Authority: Why is authority important in a society?

• Worship– Why is worship important to Christians?

• Forms of Worship – The celebration of Baptism and 
the Eucharist.

• Who is Jesus?– The life of Jesus.

• The importance of Jesus to Christians- Crucifixion , 
Resurrection and Ascension.

• Judaism – What are the significant events in the 
lives of the Jews?

• Humans and animals: Do animals have souls?

Summer Creative/Research Task:

Please email your creative/research task to 
f.afolabi@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk 

Next Steps: Philosophy and Ethics  is offered  as a core  
subject  for  GCSE at Jubilee High School where you are 

expected to study varied aspects of Philosophy and 
consider ethical issues on relationships, medical ethics, 

war, evil and suffering. We offer the full GCSE OCR 
course at JHS

Challenge Task: Complete a research on Malala and 
explain why she may be considered a ‘Hero’.

• In what ways could faith and belief be described?

• Choose a ‘Hero’ of our time and conduct  research on why 
they made the choices they did and how they changed the 
world

• Add pictures of iconic things that they achieved.



Performing Arts Department

Miss May

Dance/Drama Teacher

Miss Mulrenan

Drama/Dance Teacher

Miss Harland

Drama/Dance Teacher

Mrs Hyatt

Drama Teacher



Drama Topics in Year 7

• Intro to Performing Arts

• Pantomime

• Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

• Fame!

• Bugsy Malone

• Doomed Youth

Summer Creative/Research Task 

Dance- Create your own choreography to Gravity by 
Sara Bareilles.

Include at least 5 different dance moves with a clear 
beginning, middle and ending. Think about your 
transitions between moves and ensuring they are 
fluent

Drama- Write your own monologue, as if you area 
World War 2 evacuee. Explain what it was like being 
sent away from home at such a young age. Write this 
in the first person and describe your emotions, what 
you can see, taste, feel and hear. 

Please email your creative/research task to 
b.mulrenan@jubileehigh.surrey.sc

Next Steps: Drama and Dance is offered as an 
option subject  for  GCSE at Jubilee High School 

where you will Perform, Devise and Analyse 
different professional works.

Challenge Task: Record yourself and send your 
video in. Make sure you have permission from your 

parents or carers. 

Welcome to the Performing Arts department– the subjects we study are Dance and Drama. We aim to engage and inspire 
you through creative and practical lessons. You will have the opportunity to learn a range of performance skills whilst 
studying a variety of different professional works, practitioners and styles. 



Music Department

Mrs James

Head of Music 



Music Topics in Year 7

• Africa and Beyond – Rhythms and melodies

• The most wonderful time of the year -
Singing

• Renaissance – Classical music

• Theory Grade 1 - Foundations

• Musical Adverts - Composing

• Blues – Chords and improvisation

Summer Creative/Research Task 

• “Ring O Ring O Roses” is based the 
Plague. Could you create your own 
nursery rhyme based on COVID 19?
• Keep it short

• Make it rhyme

• Add a backing using whatever you have 
available – apps like garage band, live 
instruments or family members

• It could have actions – what could they 
represent?

Please email your creative task to 
s.james@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk

Next Steps: Music is offered as an option subject  
for  GCSE at Jubilee High School where you will 

Perform, compose and learn about Classical 
music, Musicals, Film Music and Pop Music. 

Challenge Task: Make a video or sound recording of 
you performing your nursery rhyme.

Welcome to the Music department– the subject where we study performance, composition and listening skills. We aim to 
engage and inspire you through create and practical lessons. You will have the opportunity to try a range of instruments 
within lessons and improve your singing ability. We will establish how music is created, produced and communicated. 



Art & Technology Department          

Mrs  Parsons

Head of 
Department

Mr Glanville

Art & Technology 
Teacher

Miss Donnelly

Art

Teacher

Miss Clarke

Technology 
Teacher

Miss Burge

Art & Technology

Technician



Welcome to the Art And Technology Department – Where we explore your creative interests and ideas. 
Students in our department enjoy developing their creativity through a large range of skills. You will 
have 2 lessons of Art over your two-week timetable and 3 lessons of Technology, where you will rotate 3 
times in the year doing each subject (Food, 3D and Textiles).

Art & Technology Topics in Year 7 Summer Creative/Research Task 

Please email your creative/research task to 
h.parsons@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk

Next Steps: AQA Fine Art, Graphics, Textiles and 3D are 
offered as an option subject for GCSE at Jubilee High 
School. In Art and Technology you will continue the 
creative journey developing your knowledge, 
understanding and skills relevant to your chosen theme 
with a final piece. 

Challenge Task:  Add colour accurately and ensure all sections 
are creatively filled and eye-catching.

Subject Topics 

Art
Material Exploration & observational Drawing 
- Art timeline, major Art movements, exploring 
a range of materials and techniques.

Textiles
Animal Cushion – Hand and machine sewing, 
hand dyeing, stencilling, pattern making and 
cutting.

Resistant 
Materials 

Wood work project - Students gain experience 
of using a range of hand tools, saws, pillar drill.

• How do you make a piece of work unique, 
creative and eye-catching?

• Create ‘A Ball about me’
Draw a circle to represent the outline of a 
ball (size of a plate). Divide the ball into 8 or 
more sections. Do a drawing in each section 
to represent any of the questions below:
Favourite colour, self portrait, favourite 
animal, favourite food, favourite song, 
favourite book, sport/ hobby, birth month, 
your initials, age.
Extras spaces: Add in lines, colour, squares, 
circles or doodles, or anything else about you!



Sport & Nutrition          

PE Teacher 

Miss Beard

Head of Department PE & Nutrition Teacher

Mr Johnson Miss Methven Miss Clarke

Head of Nutrition



Welcome to the Sport & Nutrition department - the subject where we explore a wide variety of different sports.
Students in our department enjoy learning new skills in sports they are familiar and unfamiliar with and develop
social and teamwork skills whilst doing so. It is the greatest subject there is! You will have four lessons of PE over
your two week timetable and you will have the opportunity to attend extra-curricular clubs and fixtures after school!

Sports we cover in Year 7

• Football

• Netball

• Badminton

• Gymnastics

• Rugby

• Athletics

Summer Fitness Challenge

Complete one additional rep of these exercises every day 
of the summer holidays. 

Day 1 = 1 of each exercise

Day 2 = 2 of each exercise

Day 3 = 3 of each exercise 

Next Steps: PE and Health and Fitness are offered 
as an option subject for GCSE at Jubilee High 

School where you will learn about factors affecting 
performance, socio-cultural issues in sport, diet 

and nutrition and principles of health and fitness. 
We offer both OCR GCSE PE and NCFE ½ Technical 

award in Health and Fitness courses at JHS.

Challenge Task: Create your own instructions manual for 
a sport of your choice. Email your instructions manual to 

a.beard@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk

• Table tennis

• Volleyball

• Hockey

• Rounders

• Softball
Then keep going like this for
the rest of the summer. If
you can keep up with it, you
will be doing 46 of each
exercise by the time you
start Jubilee High School.

Extra-curricular 
clubs

Football
Netball

Trampolining 
Basketball
Racquets
Rowing

mailto:a.beard@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk


Welcome to Food and Nutrition– the subject where you will have a hands on approach to learning about nutrition and cooking. Students in 
our department explore how to prepare and cook nutritious foods that will ensure that you can make informed decisions about the food you 
choose to eat. Through practical lessons you will learn a variety of new skills and will broaden your palate through being exposed to new 
cuisines and flavours. 
You will take Food and Nutrition as part of the technology rotations. You will have 18 lessons of Food Tech over a term in year 7. 

Food Technology Topics and recipes in Year 7

Food safety

Nutrition 

Food choices 

International 
cuisines 

Sensory 
evaluation 

Summer Ice-Cream Creation

Next Steps: Food Preparation and Nutrition is offered as an 

option subject  for  GCSE at Jubilee High School where you will 

take a more depth look at all aspect of nutrition and the food 

production industry process. You will also complete a food science 

experiment and plan, prepare and present a three course menu. 

Challenge Task: Create your own kitchen safety poster that outlines the 

correct steps to follow in the kitchen.

Email your poster and ice-cream photo to:

j.clarke@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk

Recipes that will be 

demonstration lessons: 

- Savoury muffin 

- Mac and cheese 

- Custard 

What you will cook: 

- Cheese and corn 

Quesadilla 

- Pasta and tomato sauce 

- Shortbread 

Ingredients

½ cup cream 

1 tbsp sugar 

1 tray ice cubes 

6 tbsp table salt 

5 drops of flavour 

(eg Vanilla)

Equipment 

1 Sml zip-lock bag

1 Lrg Zip-lock bag

1 spoon

Method

1. Combine cream, sugar and flavour together 

in small zip-lock bag.

2. Seal the bag and shake it a few times so 

that everything is combined. 

3. In the large zip-lock bag, add the ice cubes 

and salt 

4. Put the small bag (make sure this is sealed) 

into the large bag and seal the large bag. 

5. Gently squish the two bags together for 10-

15 minutes. The more you agitate the mixer 

the thicker it will become. 

6. Once you have reach your desired ice-

cream texture serve it in a cone or a cup. 
Don’t forget to 

take a photo of 

your creation.

mailto:j.Clarke@jubileehigh.surrey.sch.uk

